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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator is no longer receiving alerting messages from
the web server platform that recently failed over to a new
secondary datacenter due to a power failure. Which of the
following is the cause of the problem?
A. Port 21 in only allowed inbound at the primary datacenter
B. Port 162 in DMZ is blocked outbound
C. Port 22 to the log server is blocked outbound
D. Port 162 in DMZ is blocked inbound
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following segments of the economy will be least
affected by the business cycle?
A. Healthcare industry.
B. Commercial construction industry.
C. Machinery and equipment industry.
D. Residential construction industry.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Choice "d" is correct. The business cycle is the rise and fall
of economic activity relative to its long-term
growth trend. During a contraction or a recession, most
industries experience a decline in sales and
profits. Similarly, during an expansion, most industries
experience an increase in sales and profits.
However, health care services are typically not affected by
business cycles. People need medical
services regardless of whether or not the economy is doing
well. Thus, the health care industry is the least
affected by the business cycle. Choice "a" is incorrect. During
a downturn in economic activity (recession
or contraction), firm investment in new plants and equipment
typically drops off substantially. Thus, the
demand for commercial construction is typically low during a
contraction and high during an expansion.
Thus, the commercial construction industry is sensitive to the
business cycle.
Choice "b" is incorrect. During a downturn in economic activity
(recession or contraction) firm investment
in new plants and equipment typically drops off substantially.
Thus, the machinery and equipment industry
is sensitive to business cycles. Sales grow during an
expansion, but they tend to decline during a
contraction or recession.
Choice "c" is incorrect. The residential construction industry
is sensitive to interest rates, unemployment
rates, and consumer wealth. All of these fluctuate with the
business cycle. As a result, the residential
construction industry is sensitive to the business cycle.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You purchased a signed SSL certificate from a trusted CA and
added it to your OS X Server computer. When you look at the
certificate in Keychain Access, you see the message below.
"Certificate authority's root certificate not trusted by your
computer"
Which step is MOST LIKELY to solve the problem?
A. Verify that you pasted in the new certificate correctly when
you added it using Server app.
B. Install the intermediate certificate from the trusted CA in
the server's system keychain.

C. Install the trusted CA's private key in the server's system
keychain.
D. Create a new certificate signing request for the server.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:http://reviews.cnet.com/8301-13727_7-10330156-263.htm
l

NEW QUESTION: 4
If the user has to set Multi-Org preferences, the System
Administrator has to assign _____.
A. The User Preferences menu item to the responsibility
B. The Multi-Org preferences menu to the responsibility
C. The Multi-Org preferences function to the responsibility
D. The User Preferences function to the responsibility
Answer: D
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